Why Minerals In Fertilizers
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Read at the 5th Annual Educational Conference of the National Association of
Greenkeepers of America, held at Columbus, Ohio, February 3-6.
(Concluded

are stationary. They cannot travel. Their foraging area is
limi ted to the root system. The soil
within the range of the roots should
be rich in mineral plant foods.
One of the secrets of growing cultivated plants is to stall-feed them.
The more restricted the root area
of each individual plant, the harder
the struggle for sufficient mineral
solvents to perform the functions of
growth, and the greater the need for
sanitary growing conditions.
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organics in a fertilizer would effect
this result mentioned by Dr. Coulter
since the trouble he speaks of is due
to excreta from roots and from decaying organic matter.

The discovery that the application
of plant food to the soil is vitally
related to the health, growth and
development of the root system of
plants, and that the expansion of the
root system is vitally related to the
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production of plants by the help of simple chemical
Mineral plant foods are related to soil sanitation.
compounds in defiance of all the traditions which
Dr. John M. Coulter reported several years ago the old system has handed down to us." For he
Uthat roots of certain plants excrete substances- says, after years of research as Director of the Exwhich impede further root activity.
If this pheperiment Station at Vincennes, France; UWe are
nomenon proves to be general, as now seems likely,
therefore led to the following conclusion; that by
the invasion of new soil areas by roots may make
the aid of simple chemical products, and by the
possible their escape from the substances which
exclusion of all unknown substances, a maximum
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pounds; however, when these compounds are prestime in the past there was an ample .supply of
ent in excess, the oxidizing action becomes lessened mineral matter and intense plant activity. That
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organics still exist in the soil also indicates that
salts is of great value."
plants still have access to minerals to keep up the
It would be difficult for us to imagine how manufacture of organic compounds.
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A gradual decline of organics in cultivated soils
indicates a corresponding decline in mineral solvents, and a lessening of the capacity of plants to
grow organic matter.
When these mineral solvents are restored, organic matter begins to accumulate.
Moving organics from one place to
another is often used as an expedient for saving
time. It offers plants a good environment when
used in large quantities, but it only stays off the
final crisis.
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do not permit me to undervalue organics in the soil. In quantities they improve its physical properties.
To apply manures
as nitrogenous fertilizers has long been the custom
among thrifty farmers. When it can be had at a
cost in keeping with its behavior in the soil, it
should be applied and not wasted.
When we use organic nitrogen in a mixed fertilizer on a 50- 50 organics and inorganics basis, we
do not accomplish what we have thought.
For
instance, if the mixture is made up of 400 pounds
of some organic matter per ton, and we apply 500
pounds of the mixture per acre, this would average
100 pounds of the organics per acre or about 1/3
ounce per square yard, or 1/27 ounce, or less than
a thimble full to each square foot of soil.
This could not possibly influence the physical
properties of the soil, when there are already five
hundred to two thousand times this amount in the
same soil area. If it is a slow acting nitrogen we are
seeking, we have many times this amount in the
organic matter already stored in the soil.
Y INVESTIGATIONS

There is no doubt but what we will for a long
time be able to buy organic nitrogen, and when it
is used as a fertilizer we should use it with a full
knowledge of what it is and what it does. According to Sir John Russell, the plants rarely ever get
more than 50% of the total ni trogen of organic
compounds.
In the decay of the material the
bacteria of the soil get a heavy toll, and much of
the nitrogen also goes oft in the form of gas. The
higher plants get what is left after this heavy toll
has been taken out.
There is a popular belief that the one virtue of
organics is that they do not leach. Our knowledge
of the law of the decay of plant residue clearly
shows us that organics leach upward in the form of
gas, far more than minerals leach downward in the
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Where speed, economy and efficiency in water distribution are desired with minimum labor and upkeep the
Economy valves and valve connections offer definite
advantages.
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installed this system have found they effect large savings
in hose and labor annually.
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soil solutions.
Prof. John B. Smith of the Rhode
Island Experiment
Station reports in Soil Science,
Nov. ]928, page 247:

soil have certain chemical elements.

HNitrates
nloving downward
after leaching
rains were often retained in the subsoil layers, and
at such times the quantities there present were in
excess of those remaining
in the surface layer,
under midsummer conditions. Nitrates and nitrites
leached from the upper soil layers were returned
by the upward movement of soil water to replace
that lost from the surface by evaporation."
This
is probably what happens to most of the soluble
nitrogen in a fertilizer mixture when not taken up
immediately
by plants, especially if there is an
abundance of water shortly after it is applied.

to produce a mother plant as it will require
produce an offspring of the same size and kind.

The superphosphate
in the mixture according
to Hall, Stoddart, and others, ((dissolves in the soil
water and permeates the soil, so that when it is
precipitated it is throughly distributed" down to
about 7 or 8 inches below where it is applied. This
precipitate
is many times finer than tricalcium
phosphate and much better mixed with the soil,
and when once precipitated is fixed.
Potash, though not quite so completely retained,
descends further down, becomes well distributed in
the soil and there is practically none of it lost in
seepage water.
Organics that are grown in the soil are better
placed than those applied to the soil. Of the hundred pounds or more produced daily on each acre,
it will be understood that about half of it is beneath
the soil in the form of stocks, stolons, roots and root
hairs, and well distributed in the soil. There can
be no more interesting study to a lover of plants
than the infinite ramification of the roots, and in
this connection I have some charts that I will show
when I have finished my paper.
\0/ e estimate
from information
taken from
scientific records that each hundred pounds of a
good mineral fertilizer will produce at least an additional ton of organics, and will leave this in the
place where it will do the most good. An increase
of ten bushels of corn per acre would mean an increase of total organic matter of more than a ton of
some varieties of corn.
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have learned in another connection that for
the production of plant life, it is necessary that the
E

These exist in

some degree in all soils. Plant foods also exist in all
organic matter, as it requires as much plant food

Thirty-one

to

chemical elements have been found

in plant ash, and of these, ten are considered essential to plant growth.
Five or six have been applied
to the soil economically as fertilizers, which in the
true sense may be considered inorganic

materials of

natural or synthetic origin. Organics are frequently
used in fertilizer mixtures, and when so used are
sold in the name of fertilizer.
These same organics
when sold separately go under other names such as
manures, blood, bone tankage, activated sludge,
cotton-seed meal, guano, night soil, and the like.
The principal

difference

between

organics

and

inorganics so far as plant growth is concerned is
that organics must be reduced to inorganics before
they can be used by the plants,

while soluble in-

organics are used directly by plants.
Except in
simplified or inorganic form, organic compounds
have practically nothing to do with plant growth.
Except to maintain an even supply of soil water,
and to influence soil temperature,
they are not related directly to plant activity and plant growth.
Soil containing a high percent of humus can be
used frequently to advantage, to smooth over or to
level the surface of lawns and gardens and golf
greens. But it should always be remembered that it
has a very low percentage

of plant food elements

and should not be substituted for mineral
commonly found in fertilizers.

solvents

Organic fertilizers-when
compared in. plant
food constituents with an equal amount of minerals
and soluble nitrogen even at a higher cost do not
always produce comparable results. The Pennsylvania Experiment Station reports in Bulletin 230
that Hwork was conducted on three farms in 1926
and eight farms in 1927 to compare high-grade
fertilizer
quality
costing

with manure

as affecting

the yield and

of tobacco.
The yield from fertilizers
$35.00 was 82 pounds per acre more than

that from 15 tons of manure

valued at $67.50

per

acre. The gain in yield at less cost per acre is accompanied
by a distinct
improvement
in the
quality of tobacco."
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THE fertilizer

industry was founded on economic
principles. The history of the industry shows that
it has changed the course of the argricultural destiny of many countries.
It has doubled the yield
of bread plants, and the meat-producing
capacity
of the soils and thereby saved the agriculture of
England, Germany, France, Belgium, Holland and
Denmark.
It has been the one possible avenue by
which these countries have met their agricultural
emergencies for th~ past 75 years.
\'X1hile the industry was founded on economic
principles, I have kept in n1ind in the present discussion the fact that this convention is composed
of members interested in the use of plant foods for
bea u tifying the garden and the landsca pe. You
think of fertilizer for aesthetic purposes, but you
will recall that Victor Hugo who said that the
fertility of Latium and of allltaly had been lost
through the great sewer pipes of Rome, also said
that ((the beautiful is as useful as the usefu1."
Almost 2 50,000 species and varieties of plants
have already been discovered and named by Botanists. This large number of kinds of uncultivated
plants is the result of the organized power of the
plant kingdom to adjust itself to the simpler chemical elements and get the most out of the environment.
Artificial plants or cultivated plants present a
somewhat different problem.
They have been
coaxed and petted and helped and fed and made to
do many things inconsistent with the blind forces
of unaffected nature. By the constant aid of man
they have been adjusted to man's needs-and
often
at a terrible cost to the species and variety of plants.

Each application of
Barbak 211 means
30 to 40 days' protection
against Brown Patch ..
Barbak saves both labor and material. It's economical. That's one of the reasons why so many
greenskeepers use Barbak 211 to keep their greens
smooth and velvety, free from deadly Brown Patch.
Another is that it's so easy to apply. Barbak 211
does not cake in the can. Watered in, it needs as little
as 50 gallons of water on the average green. Or, in
concentrated form, it may be applied with your top
dressing. In neither case will it burn the turf.
Barbak 211 is both a balanced fertilizer and an
effective disinfectant. As a preventive or as a cure
of Brown Patch it checks the fungus growth immediately and quickly brings back a normal stand
of turf.
Check up all these Barbak advantages on your own
course. If your golf supply house does not have
Barbak write us for the name of the
nearest distributor.
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OR instance, most of our better field and garden
crops if left alone would in a single season pass forever from the face of the earth. They would not
be equal to the struggle for existence. Their enemies
in the plant and animal kingdom would pounce
down upon them and deal a death blow at one
swing of the pendulum of fate. But man brings
them under his dominion and fights back the
enemies of certain plants. In this way, he dictates
to nature on what terms these plants may live. This
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he does in his own interest and for his own satisfaction.
In the early development of agriculture, farm
manures and all kinds of organic matter constituted the sole source of plant improvement.
Then
came the gypsum, lime and ground shell age,
whereby these elements supplemented the farm
manure program.
Then Lawes and Gilbert and
Von Liebig hit upon the dissolved bone and the
superphosphate theory.
It was also left to Von
Liebig to explode the Hhumus theory" of soil
fertility.
Up to that time it was thought that the humus
in the soil was used directly by the plant as food.
His investigations showed that Has plants die down
they necessarily enrich the soil with humus, but
this humus as such, forms no part of the foodsupply." Up to the time of these discoveries there
was a steady decline in yield and quality of farm
and garden products.
In recent years the soils program has included a revision of our studies on plant
growth, including the mineral theory of plant
feeding, and as a result production has been gradually increasing.
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The late Dr. John M. Coulter shortly before he
died, read a paper before the American Association
for the Advancement of Science in which he said:
HThe application of physics and chemistry to plants
is fundamental in effective crop production, and
has been an important factor in the revolution of
our agriculture."
In the development of modern
agriculture nothing is so significant as the plantfeeding program.
It was considered by Dr. Shaler
of Harvard University as being the most significant
of the winnings of the past three quarters of a
century.
The fertilizer

industry

plant feeding program

has kept

in order to be guided by

experimental research in the manufacture and sale
of plant foods. In this age of research and extension
in the field of agricultural education, there are experts in all the states and counties, who advise
farmers, gardeners, florists, on all kinds of subjects,
including soils, crops, fertilizers and management.
It goes without saying that such public servants
should be fully advised on the physiology of plant
feeding, for it is indeed a great responsibility
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advise growers on such a vital and fundamental
subject.

Carbon-in the form of carbon dioxide;
Oxygen-in the form of water and free gas.

There can be no doubt but that any manufacturer can prepare mixtures with any percentage of
organics, and good business demands that this be
done if the ultimate consumer insists on it. But
for reasons that I have tried to set forth in this
paper, sound soil science demands that the entire
trend of the business shall be in the direction of
minerals. This trend has been evident for several
years and that is the reason why the great French
Scientist said near the end of the 19th century:

With these facts before us, we have recast our
plant-feeding program to secure the best and most
economical results. To base our manufacture of
plant foods on any other than these chemical
manures or mineral fertilizers would be to turn
back the wheels of progress, and to make it still
more difficult for agriculture, horticulture, floriculture, to compete with business, commerce, industry in a modern world of scientific research.

«The day is approaching when the only true
manure will never be produced on a farm, but in
those vast chemical manufactories
where phosphates are broken up, rendered assimilable, and
mixed with potash, or with sodic nitrate or ammonium sulphate, so that everyone, great and
small, may obtain the maximum crops the earth is
able to produce."

PACKED for ProtectionPreservation-Iden t ifica tion

This is truly a great vision which has fought its
way through clouds of prejudice, but which now
seems to have won the battle, for most of the Experimen t stations have adapted their soils and
fertilizer programs to the theory of mineral plant
foods. They have adopted the general work of
plant physiologists, setting forth the facts that
plants take into their systems:

Phosphorus, Nitrogen,

and S1l1pbur in the
forms of phosphates, nitrates and sulphates
of some basic element, usually calcium;

Potassiwm-as

carbonates,
trates and sulphates;

Calciu'm-as bicarbonate,

phosphates,

nI-

Now

packed

in 50-lb. tin canisters,

enclosed

111

strong wooden boxes

Two Outstanding
Cocoos Creeping

Bents

Bent

This is the Bent that has made California greens famous, now
in lIse from Coast to Coast. While Cocoos is botanically
known
as Agrostis maritima, it should be borne in mind that all strains
of Agrostis maritima are 1Iot Cocoos Bent.
'Ve offer the true Cocoos Bent, the finest of the Agrostis maritima grasses - over 99% pure.

1 lb. $2.50, 10 Ibs. $22.50, 100 Ibs. $200.00

Triple A Bent
phosphate,

nItrate

and sulphate;

This is a comparatively
new strain of Agrostis capillaris that
produces turf of the same beautiful color and texture as Velvet
Bent. The seed we offer has been remachined for the elimination
of weed seeds and has a purity of over 99%. J t has been an outstanding plot at our trial grounds.

1 lb. $2.25, 10 Ibs. $20.00, 100 Ibs. $185.00

DIAMOND ~I:T~~

TRACTOR SPUDS
Long wearing and sharp until
completely worn out- because of
hard tool-steel center - outside
wears away faster. Made in all
sizes to fit any size or make of
tractor.
if your dealer
you, write direct
literature.
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for sample or

DIAMOND CALK HORSESHOE
COMPANY
4700 Grand Ave.

Duluth, Minn.

Other Turf Grasses of Known

Quality

South German
Bent
Colonial Bent
Fancy Red Top
ChewinJ,t's N. Z. Fescue
Kentucky
Blue
Roulolh Stalked Mcadow
Special Bent Formulas
for J>uttin~ Greens and Fairways
Remember-All
our seeds are of the highest quality, obtained direct from the most
reliable sources of supply and are botanically true to name. All seeds are new and
are cleaned and recleaned until they are brought up to the highest possible state of
purity and germination, special care being given to the elimination of weed seeds.
Write

for our Special Prices to Golf
requirements
of strass seeds for

Clubs. on your
Fall Work.

dl1/1npfJ(!j~r&
Specialists in Golf Grass Seeds and Equipment

30-32 Barclay

St., New York

